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Abstract: A Novel method used for recognizing a human body in all textural posture was proposed here. The 
method is to recognize the human gesture so that the human can be identified easily. If the human is subjected to the 
identification where the intensity of environment lapse, “mapping” is applied to separate the human from 
environmental background. The system authenticates & actuates by means of several procedural actions such as 
abstract formation for human body & necessary actions to be taken out to predict the skeleton, point generation 
based on 3d posture based point value of an image predicted for human body skeleton, segmentation of human body, 
generating value for each segmentation and generating code for the value obtained from the predicted posture. 
Experimental results demonstrating the proposed approach was also included. 
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1. Introduction 
Today, people can communicate anytime, any 

where, and with anyone over a cellular phone 
network. Moreover, the internet lets people download 
immense quantities of data from remotely located 
servers to their home computers. Essentially, these 
two technologies enable communications between 
terminals located at a distance from each other. 
Meanwhile, all kinds of electronic devices including 
personal digital assistants (PDAs), pocket video 
games, and digital cameras are becoming smaller, so 
people can carry around or even wear various 
personal information and communication appliances 
during  their everyday activities. However, user-
friendly ubiquitous services involve more than just 
networking between remotely located terminals. 
Human Machine Interface generally called as HMI 
are organized for control and visualization interface 
between a human and process, machine 
(specialhardware, cameras, electronic gadgets, 
switches, mobile phones), application and appliance. 

A new method for representing and recognizing 
human body movements is presented. The basic idea 
is to identify sets of constraints that are diagnostic of 
a movement: expressed using body-centered 
coordinates such as joint angles and in force only 
during a particular movement.  

Lee. W. Campbell and Aaron F. Bobick [4] has 
proposed that, assuming the availability of Cartesian 
tracking data, we develop techniques for a 

representation of movements defined by space curves 
in subspaces of a “phase space.” The phase space has 
axes of joint angles and torso location and attitude, 
and the axes of the subspaces are subsets of the axes 
of the phase space. Using this representation we 
develop a system for learning new movements from 
ground truth data by searching for constraints. We 
then use the learned representation for recognizing 
movements in unsegmented data. We train and test 
the system on nine fundamental steps from classical 
ballet performed by two dancers. In the end, the 
system accurately recognizes the movements in the 
unsegmented stream of motion. 

Approaches to recognizing 3D human body 
postures from a single image have recently become 
increasingly popular. While they do not suffer from 
many of the problems that affect more traditional 
recursive body tracking techniques, most of them 
have only been demonstrated in cases where clean 
body silhouettes can be extracted, for example using 
background subtraction, which is very restrictive. A 
key exception is the work reported. Combining a 
hierarchy of templates and effectively using the 
chamfer distance has made the approach applicable to 
more challenging cases such as the one of a moving 
camera on a car. However, even then, the algorithm 
tends to produce many false positives, especially 
when the background is cluttered. As a result, in 
practice, it is used in conjunction with a stereo rig 
both to narrow the initial search area and to filter out 
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false detections from the background. We improve 
upon this approach and achieve very low rates of 
both false positives and negatives by incorporating 
motion information into our templates. It lets us 
differentiate between actual person and static objects 
whose outlines roughly resemble those of a human, 
which are surprisingly numerous. As illustrated this 
is key to avoiding misdetections. This is of course a 
well-known fact and optical flow methods have been 
proposed to detect moving humans We chose this 
specific posture both because it is very characteristic 
and because it could easily be used to initialize a 
more traditional recursive tracking algorithm to 
recover the in-between body poses.                

We obtain good results even when the 
background is muddled and background detraction is 
unrealistic because the camera moves. Note that the 
subjects move closer or further so that their apparent 
scale changes and turn so that the angle from which 
they are seen also varies. In this example, no stereo 
data or information about the ground plane was 
required to eliminate false-positives. Our method 
retains its effectiveness indoors, outdoors, and under 
difficult lighting conditions. Furthermore, because 
the detected templates are projections of 3D models, 
we can map them back to full 3D poses. Note that, 
even though we chose a specific motion to test it, our 
approach is generic and could be applied to any other 
actions that all person perform in roughly similar 
ways but with substantial individual variations. For 
example, there also are characteristic postures for 
somebody sitting on a chair or climbing stairs. In the 
area of sports, we could use a small number of 
templates to represent the consecutive postures of a 
tennis player hitting the ball with a forehand, a 
backhand, or a serve, as is done in. We could 
similarly handle the transition between the upswing 
and the downswing for a golfer. In short, 
characteristic postures are common in human motion 
and, therefore, worth finding. The only requirement 
for applying our method is that a representative 
motion database can be built. In the reminder of the 
paper we first briefly discuss earlier approaches. We 
then introduce our approach to body pose detection 
and present a number of results obtained in 
challenging conditions. Finally, we discuss possible 
extensions. 
 
2. Related work 

Until recently, most approaches to capturing 
human 3D motion from video relied on recursive 
frame-to-frame pose estimation. While effective in 
some cases, these techniques usually require manual 
initialization and re-initialization if the tracking fails. 
Chen Wu and Aghajan, H.[11] says a 3D human 
body model is employed as the convergence point of 

spatiotemporal and feature fusion. Cuong Tran, Anup 
Doshi, and Mohan Manubhai Trivedi [25] says that a 
gesture of body recognition is only through the 
modeling points and clips joint on a body. 

As a result, there is now increasing interest for 
techniques that can detect a 3D body pose from 
individual frames of a monocular video sequence. 
One approach is to use classification to detect and 
identify person in images, but it does not provide 
either a pose or a precise outline. Furthermore, such 
global approaches tend to be very occlusion sensitive. 
Instead of detecting the body as a whole, a different 
track is to look for individual body parts and then to 
try assembling them to retrieve the pose. This can be 
done by minimizing an appropriate criterion, for 
example using an A* algorithm. This has the 
potential to retrieve human bodies under arbitrary 
poses and in the presence of occlusions. Furthermore 
it can be done in a computationally effective way 
using pictorial structures. However, it can easily 
become confused because there are many limb-like 
objects in real world images. Another class of 
approaches relies on techniques such as background 
subtraction to produce silhouettes that can then be 
analyzed. Several methods learn during an offline 
stage a mapping between the visual input space 
formed by the silhouettes and the 3D pose space from 
examples collected manually or created using 
graphics software. For example, uses multilayer 
perceptions to map the silhouette represented by its 
moments to the 3D pose. In the mapping is 
performed using robust locally weighted regression 
over nearest neighbors that are efficiently retrieved 
using hash tables. In, it is done indirectly via 
manifolds embedded in low dimensional spaces, 
where each manifold corresponds to the subset of 
silhouettes for walking motion seen from a particular 
viewpoint.  

Local Linear Embedding is used to map the 
manifolds to both the silhouettes and the 3D pose. In, 
the mapping between the couple formed by an 
extracted silhouette and a predicted pose to the 
corresponding 3D pose is established using Relevant 
Vector Machine. While these works introduce 
powerful tools to associate 3D poses to detected 
silhouettes, they tend to be of limited practical use 
because they require relatively clean silhouettes that 
are not always easy to obtain. A more robust way to 
match global silhouettes against image contours is to 
use both a hierarchy of templates and the chamfer 
distance, an approach originally introduced in and 
extended in. This produces excellent results when 
applied to difficult outdoor images. However, it 
seems to have a relatively high false detection rate. 
Reducing this rate involves either introducing a 
priori assumptions about where person can be or 
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incorporating additional processing such as texture 
classification or stereo verification in the context of 
hand tracking, also relies on the chamfer distance and 
a tree structure quite similar to the hierarchy of 
templates for efficiency. In this case, the false 
positives and negatives problem is avoided by 
assuming that one and only one hand is present in the 
image. Bayesian tracking is combined with detection 
to disambiguate the hand pose. 

By contrast to these earlier approaches, our 
method, which also relies on global silhouettes 
matching, includes an original way to take motion 
into account to avoid false positives. Such 
information was also exploited in for human action 

recognition, but only under the assumption that 
preprocessed and centered sub images of the person 
are available. In our case we directly use the full 
images as input.  
 
3. Approach 

In this section, we describe how we introduce 
motion information into the point matching process. 
This is done on the sole basis of the noisy and 
potentially incomplete generated points over human 
body that can realistically be extracted from images 
of cluttered scenes acquired by Ambient 
Intelligentcamera (for example Microsoft Kinect). 

 

 
Fig 1: Recognizing Human Postures 

 
4. Recognition of the human  gesture by  abstract 
formation 

Figure 1 states that the composite human 
postures is identified using the 3d biometrical camera 
or kinect. Here, we focus on the part of the walking 
cycle where both Feet and legs are on the ground and 
the angle between them Are the greatest, and use 
motion capture data and graphics Software to create a 
database of templates.  We first used a optical motion 
capture system .first the victim image is taken and the 
appropriate points has been generated for the given 
image .and the newly generated point is compared 
with the based image (generated code for the 

points).if it resides the same. The motion is 
recognized. Each template is made of a short 
sequence of that includes a key frame, that is the 
frame representing the specific walking pose and 
which is always taken to be the middle frame in the 
sequence. The image points are represented 

As sets of oriented pixels that can be efficiently 
Matched against image sequences, as will be 
discussed in practice we use 3 frame (1.abstract 
formation, 2.generating points for the image and 
3.generating code for the points (image value based) 
sequences.  
 

 

 
 
Fig 2: Abstract formation 
 
For a function u(x,y,z,t) of three spatial 
variables (x,y,z) and the time variable t, 
the heat equation is 
(∂∪/∂t) −α [ (∂2 u/∂x2)+(∂2 u/∂y2) + (∂2 

u/∂z2)] = 0 
Also written 
(∂∪/∂t) − α∆u = 0 
or alternatively 
(∂∪/∂t) − α∇2u = 0 
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5. Point Generation for abstracted Image 
As in previous approaches, we rely on Chamfer 

distance, efficiently computed using the Distance 
Transform (DT) of the input image, to match 
silhouettes to individual input images. However, we 
have endeavored to increase its robustness.Figure 3 
denotes the human body is being tracked by the 
camera in the 2d postural view. Where T is the 
mapped image abstract formed image containing n 
points, and C is the set of contour points in the input 
image after canny edge detection. Simply relying on 
the distance between edges produces a lot of false 
positives, especially in presence of clutter. We 
therefore also take into account the edge orientation 
by introducing a penalty term where are the edge 
orientations respectively at the point values and at the 
contour points, and K is a weight that defines the 
slope of the penalty function. Since it follows 
HAMILTON JACOBIAN formulae for generating 
codes. 

The Hamilton–Jacobin equation is a first-order, 
non-linear partial differential equation 

H + (∂s/∂t) = 0 
where 
H = H {q1,………qN;[(∂s/∂q1),…………(∂s/∂qN)]} 

 
Figure 3 examines the abstract layer formation 

for the human which is recognized by the biometric 
3d camera or by kinect, The algorithm used is 
thinning layer mapping algorithm[Kelyn Paola 
Casta,2010] used for point’s generation as discussed 
above, our template database contains different scale 
templates. To allow effective comparison between 
the chamfer distances for such templates, we 
explicitly introduce a scale factor k into Equation 1 to 
normalize the distance to the value that would be 
computed if the template has not been scaled. Finally 
we introduce the Tukey robust estimator [C. Cedras 
and M. Shah,1995] to reduce the effect of outliers or 
missing edges. We therefore take Chamfer distance 
to be. 
 

 
Fig 3: Tracing the human body in 2d postural view 
 
 

6. Implementation Details 
In practice, a naive implementation of this 

method would be computationally very less when 
compared to other biometrical techniques. Therefore 
we propose an way of finding the best matches .since 
the person we are going to refer of recognition will 
be mapped in various angles form 0 to 360 degrees 
and database initially .then the mapped image is 
recognized by framing an abstract for the image. The 
unique can be proving between a twin pairs. We now 
prove that the solution of the 3D Heat Problemis 
unique.  

Let u1, u2 be two solutions. Define v = u1－u2. 

Then v satisfies v(t). 
 
Let V(t) = ∭D v2dV≥ 0 
 
V (t) 0 since the integrand v2(x, t) 0 for all (x, t). 
Differentiating in time gives 
 
u (t)          =  ∇2u,          X ∈ D 
u (X, t)      =  0,              X ∈ ∂D 
u (X, 0)     =  f(x),           X ∈ D 
 
v(t)          =  ∇2v,             X ∈ D 
v(X, t)       =  0,                X ∈ ∂D 
v(X, 0)      =  0,                X ∈ D 
 

Substituting for vt from the PDE yields 
 
[dV/dt](t) = ∭D 2vvtdV 
 
[dV/dt](t) = ∭D 2v∇2vdV 
 
As a result, 
 
[dV/dt](t)  = 2 ∬�Dv∇v .ndS – 2 ∭D |∇u|2dV 
 
But on ∂D, v = 0, so that the first integral on the r.h.s. 
vanishes. Thus 
 
[dV/dt](t)  = -2 ∭D |∇u|2dV≤ 0 
 
Also, at t = 0, 
 
V(0) = ∭D v2(x,0)dV= 0 
 

Thus V (0) = 0, V (t) 0 and dV/dt0, i.e. V (t) is a 
non-negative, non-increasing function that starts at 
zero. Thus V (t) must be zero for all time t, so that v 
(x, t) must be identically zero throughout the volume 
D for all time, implying the two solutions are the 
same, u1 = u2. Thus the solution to the 3D heat 
problem is unique. Since the abstract formation is 
based on RGB value. Reducing down the value of 
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BLUE and GREEN and setting the value of RED as 1 
and B,G as 0.here the color values are evaluated 
based on ultimate value which are present in the 
composite image of a human body. 
 

 
Fig 4: Generating points to human body-skeletonized 

view 
 

Figure 4 denotes the point generation for the 
human image, here the abstract formed image is 
supposed to generate code by fixing the angles of the 
image .based on direction since 3D image plays an 
vital .since an axis reside to rest .2D is taken and 
calculated by generating points for X,Y axis. Since 
the code is generated for the points by means of 
ASCII conversion .then the image is based. The 
procedure is followed from initial stage to final stage. 
if the based code and newly generated code matches. 
Access permitted and body is recognized. 
------------------------------------------------ 
6.1Algorithm: HBR algorithm 
------------------------------------------------ 
Input: An image A and compared image C. 
 
Output: A Recognized Image R. 
 
Steps: 

1) Predict the image and make necessary 
selection 

2) Scan the image and perform abstraction, form 
abstract for the image with reduced green and 
blue value to zero and red as one. 

3) Make possibilities of finding 3D axis over the 
images and generate points based on missing 
axis and plot the values to form the human 
body skeleton. 

4) Generate code for the points and its value. 
5) Make comparison of values real time value 

with data based value 
6) Perform authentication& recognition based on 

code generation 
---------------------------------------------- 

 
7. Implementation Results 

We have already shown some of the results 
obtained from several image sequences with cluttered 
background. Note that the subjects move closer or 
further so that their apparent scale changes and turn 
so that the angle from which they are seen also 
varies. All the templates in our database are rendered 
from biometrical cameras or kinect that are 
positioned at 1.20m from the ground level, so that 
optimal results can be expected when the camera is at 
that height. However, our algorithm is very robust 
with respect to camera position. Shows its good 
behavior even when thekinect camera is placed high 
above the head of the person. In further demonstrate 
that the detections are correct even when the edge 
images are very noisy. Furthermore, we can map the 
detected templates back to full 3D poses as shown in. 
Remember that our method is designed to identify the 
gesture of the person in a specific pose. As shown in 
the walking sequences of, that is exactly what it does. 
Note that the camera relies and predict the 
movementof the person and follow the person’s 
activities. Typical failure modes involve in a 
detection or identification of  location that is usually 
correct but an inaccurate orientation or scale, as 
shown in.  
 

 
Fig 5: Full composite - Recognized Image of a human gesture 
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Figure 5 denotes the full composite image of the 
recognized human body .In summary, our method 
detects person in the target posture with a very low 
error rate. The few false positives still correspond to 
person but at somewhat inaccurate scales or 
orientations. While this paper focuses on pure 
detection it is therefore clear that the performance of 
our algorithm could be further increased by points 
generating. 
 
8. Conclusion 

We have presented a method for human gesture 
identification that combines points matching and 
motion information in an original way. This is 
important because human motion is very different 
from other kinds of motions and can be effectively 
used to reduce the false positive and negative 
detection rate. As a result, we have already been able 
to demonstrate very good results for indoor and 
outdoor sequences for which, Background 
subtraction is impossible, under difficult lighting 
conditions, different camera viewpoints and apparent 
scale changes. Furthermore, since the detected 
templates are projections of 3-D models, mapping 
them back from 2-D to full 3-D poses is 
straightforward.  Our approach, even though tested 
on specific human motion, is generic and could be 
applied for any other actions that all person perform 
in roughly similar ways but with Substantial 
individual variations. The only requirement is that a 
representative motion database can be built. This 
method, with its accurate 3D gesture identification, is 
a key step towards robust full 3-D body pose tracking 
algorithms that can initialize and re-initialize 
themselves in difficult real-world conditions.. 
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